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6th annual Seymour Pink 5K inspires breast cancer survivors, supporters
By Patricia Villers
SEYMOUR - Enthusiasm, energy, hope, love.
Saturday’s sixth annual Pounding the Pavement for Pink
was filled with all of the above.
The 5K that meanders through neighborhoods in Seymour
is a fundraiser for the nonprofit Seymour Pink, a
community’s fight against breast cancer. This year 2,600
people registered for the event.
Seymour Pink founder Mary Deming said more breast
cancer survivors participated Saturday than ever before.
“So many people came out to support the runners and
walkers, and the neighborhood really came out to support
[them] along the route,” she said.
The amount of money raised so far is $62,500, Deming said. The goal is
$75,000 and donations are open until Oct. 26, she said.
Deming wrote on Facebook: “For each of
us the 5K means something different BUT
one thing is the SAME...We FIGHT
together and we WIN together!”
The huge amount of participants and
supporters garbed in shades of pink was an
emotionally overwhelming sight.
I'm a six-year breast cancer survivor and I
always enjoy walking with my teammates
from Griffin Hospital’s Circle of Friends
support group.
But Saturday I ended up “pulling ahead”
because they stopped for water.
I was on a roll and didn’t want
to stop. I abandoned them!
I hope they forgive me.
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More from Pounding the Pavement for Seymour Pink 2017

Seymour Pink Day
"Our goal is to bring more awareness and education
to the public about this disease and support to
those that have been affected by the breast cancer.
So this is a way the community increase awareness
- by wearing PIink, decorating their homes and
businesses in Pink. In this way, Seymour goes PInk.
Each year, the momentum continue to grow with
local businesses, town agencies and departments
and families getting involved by wearing Pink or
displaying PInk at home and places of work.
- From Seymour Pink website
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